Meet Trek.
Experience the world
more accurately.
Trek is the newest family to join Sonic’s
revolutionary SoundDNA Technology Platform.
It offers our most powerful solution for
natural sound and better hearing to help you
experience more of the world around you.
With a stylish design, wireless connectivity, and
personalized features, Trek will take you further.

We envision a world where everyone can
enjoy the sounds that enrich daily life.
With Sonic, Everyday Sounds Better.

Trek Super Power

Trek is versatile and adapts to your preferences.
Robust protection from water and dust makes
Trek ready for wherever life takes you.

Trek Ultra Power
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Designed to meet the unique needs of severe-toprofound hearing loss, Trek is a device that’s miles
ahead. Trek helps you embrace the conversations,
connections, and sound experiences of everyday
life by optimizing volume and clarity with greater
precision.

Trek Super Power
and Ultra Power BTE

SONIC · trek

Experience More
Available in two styles and two performance
levels, Trek is ready for all of life’s adventures.
It includes dependable features like these to
make Everyday Sounds Better.*

Welcome to Wireless
Trek’s IP68 rating means impressive protection
against water and dust. Ask your Hearing Care
Provider for details.

Savvy with your smartphone and Bluetooth®
devices? Learn all the ways Trek can
connect you to the world of wireless.1
Dual-Radio System

Speech Variable Processing makes speech easier to
hear in everyday situations

Stream calls or music directly to your hearing aids—
from an iPhone® or other Sonic accessories—with
2.4 GHz Bluetooth Low-Energy (BLE) and Near Field
Magnetic Induction (NFMI). This two-part wireless
system in Trek is direct, fast, and reliable.

Speech in Noise Management reduces unwanted noise
so you can better understand conversations in challenging
situations
Adaptive Feedback Canceller Pro silences the squeal
of feedback so you won’t be distracted
Tinnitus SoundSupport temporarily relieves ringing
in the ears with customized sounds
Frequency Transfer shifts high-pitched speech cues
to a range that allows you to better identify consonants
Volume Control Step Size allows for finer, more precise
adjustments to your hearing aid volume

Trek has added options to keep up in even
more places:**

Expand your access to even more sound
possibilities with these connectivity options:
SoundLink 2 App—Download the free app to change your
listening program, adjust the volume, control tinnitus relief
sounds, or switch between accessories, all from your
iPhone® or AndroidTM smartphone. You can even view the
battery percentage display, so you know when it’s time to
change your batteries.

SoundClip-A—Stream sound in stereo from a wide
variety of Bluetooth®-compatible devices. This accessory
also functions as a remote microphone, remote control,
and enables your Trek hearing aids to work as wireless
headphones for hands-free calls.

Stylish by Design

TV-A Adapter—Stream audio from a TV through Trek.
This adapter easily connects to most TVs.

Trek is available in six sophisticated
colors and two models, with either size
#13 or #675 battery. Ask your Hearing Care
Provider which is best for your needs and
preferences.

RC-A Remote Control—Adjust volume and programs with
a click using this remote that is lightweight and discreet.
If This Then That—IFTTT is a web-based service that
connects all kinds of digital devices through the Internet
of Things to make life more convenient. For example,
Trek can send an audible signal for an email or a text
message when the hearing aid battery is low. Requires
SoundLink 2 app.

SmartCompress keeps sound natural in changing
listening environments
Extended Dynamic Range keeps loud sounds clear
in spaces like movie theaters or places of worship
Binaural Noise Management decreases uneven noise
from one side for more balanced sound, which is helpful
when traveling in a car or when listening at lively
gatherings
* Not all features and options available on all technology levels
or models. Ask your Hearing Care Provider for details.
** Trek 80 only.
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SoundClip-A

Trek is a Made for iPhone® hearing aid, compatible with devices running
iOS 9.3 or later. For information on compatibility, please visit
www.sonici.global/compatibility.
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